
As Equities top and Oil fades, Gold may shine again
S&P500 Index
(Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months)

Brent Oil
(Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months)
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Following our classical 
uptrend model, our 

long term oscillators 
have now entered a 

High Risk zone (“HR”, 
lower rectangle). 
On our medium 

oscillators however, 
one last sequence is 
still underway until 

early February (upper 
rectangle). The potential 

up is limited (2 to 
3%; right hand scale).  
Following that prices 

could correct down 
towards the low 2’100s 

(“C” correction down; 
right hand scale)

In line with our 
Weekly chart, a High 

Risk situation has 
materialized on 

our medium term 
oscillators early 

January (“HR”; upper 
rectangle). Yet, we 

would warn on 
turning too negative 
too quickly as a Case 

5 set-up may be 
developing on our 

long term oscillators 
(lower rectangle). It 

would set the scene 
for a continuation 

trade into February,  
possibly into the lower $60s (right hand scale). 

The risk/reward ratio is however extended: if we calculate the corrective potential down (not shown), 
it would imply a correction down of $8 to $13 per barrel based on “Delta” our historical volatility measure 

(calculated here at 16.53 US Dollars). Once the top is confirmed, we would expect this type of correction 
into Q2 2017. 



Gold vs the S&P500 Index
(Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months)

GDX - Market Vectors Gold Miners ETF / SPY - SPDR S&P 500 
(Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months)

The ratio has 
reached a Low Risk 

zone on our long 
term oscillators 

(lower rectangle). 
As with the S&P500 

Index, we expect a 
continuation trade 

on our medium 
term oscillators 

(upper rectangle); 
i.e. one last retest 

down towards early 
February 

Gold Mines have also 
moved substantially 

in recent weeks. 
They may have 

already made their 
lows in anticipation 

of the reversal in 
the reflation trade. 
Indeed, on our long 

term oscillators 
(lower rectangle), a 
Case 4 bottom has 

been confirmed, 
and, our medium 
term oscillators 

(upper rectangle) 
may have started an 

uptrend sequence. 
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A retracement towards February is still likely and new lows cannot be excluded, yet this graph is 
promising for Gold Mines.



GDX - Market Vectors Gold Miners ETF
(Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters)

VDE - Vanguard Energy ETF / GDX - Market Vectors Gold 
Miners ETF (Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 
to 4 quarters)

The weekly chart of 
GDX is indeed ending 

a correction down and 
could soon reverse 

up towards mid 2017 
(model on our long 

term oscillators: 
lower rectangle). Price 

potential is substantial 
as Gold Mines could 

double again as per our 
Impulsive targets (“I”; 

right hand scale). We find 
additional comfort in the 

fact that our corrective 
targets down (“C”) 

provided support during 
the H2 2016 (i.e. the sell-

off is theoretically still only a correction within a prevailing uptrend). 

From mid last year and 
the bottom in interest 

rates, the Energy sector 
and Gold Miners have 

followed opposite 
paths. Indeed, while 

the Energy sector 
climbed another 10%, 
Gold Miners followed 

the yellow metal down 
and lost 40% of their 
value. This trade may 

be ready to reverse: 
the correction up on 
both our oscillators 

series (lower and upper 
rectangles) is close to 

completion and the 
previous downtrend may resume towards mid 2017. Downside risk is significant for Energy vs Gold Miners 

as shown by our impulsive targets down (right hand scale).

Concluding remarks:
Following some consolidation since late December, the S&P500 Index, and possibly Oil, are 
eying a continuation trade towards February. Gold vs the S&P500 Index should follow a similar 
schedule down. Yet, Gold mines may have already started their ascent. We see substantial 
potential for Gold Mines into H1 2017 on an absolute basis, but also, for example, versus 
Energy, a key reflationary sector.   
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